HOW TO SELL
A BUSINESS
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IF YOUR AIM IS:
1. To buy or sell a business. Professional business brokers will
help you to focus on managing your business. You will be
able to keep abreast of all business processes of your
company around the clock while the expert will arrange
sales-purchase process from A to Z.
2. New capital and/or debt restructuring. Professional business
brokers will provide your project to the banks which would
be most interested in eﬃcient cooperation.
3. Sparing money. Together with analysts, lawyers, marketers,
designers and translators of the company business brokers
will help you in gaining necessary results within a very short
time. You don`t bear any material expenses and we don`t
require payments in advance – the team of skilled
professionals is result-oriented!

Services provided in the eld of business brokering and M&A:
џ Business appraisal and asset analysis
џ IPO and capital markets
џ Development and presentation of a Teaser and Investment memorandum to
potential investors
џ Presentation of the project to prospects
џ Management and coordination of negotiations (absolute transparency and full
support for both parties from professional business brokers)
џ Strategic consultation on mergers and acquisition for both parties
џ Support in preparing the business for sale including asset restructuring and sale
џ Risk minimization for both parties
џ Due diligence support in complex review
џ Full legal support
џ Sales.
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Chapter 1
Why an individual may fail at selling a business on their own?
Sale of a ready-made business is still completely undeveloped in America. Prospects and business
owners face several niceties, nuances, and problems long before making a deal
Surely, establishing a business from scratch is rather diﬃcult, risky, and hard going by the current
economic, political, and military environment.
That`s why purchasing an operating business is more popular in actual practice, e.g. due to
opportunity of extending one`s existing business, established business partnership links and
customer base, staﬀ, prestige and reputation built during years of activity, and executed
documentation.
Sale of business is a process of transferring all
rights for entrepreneurship to a buyer at a certain
price.
In fact, Ukrainian sellers and buyers usually don`t
know anything about the process of preparing
an enterprise for sale, where to nd prospects,
how to prepare a proposal which would be
interesting for the potential investor, which risks
should be mitigated from the nancial and legal point of view, etc.
However, the absence of professional skills, experience and knowledge of selling ready-made
business does not necessarily stop business owners from negotiating with buyers on a direct basis
without agents. This, in turn, increases the risk of a bad transaction, very often leading to the loss of
thousands or million dollars or even to the damaging of the company reputation, and losing a
business which the seller would not return anymore (if the business sales contract has been
already executed).
What the seller needs to know?
Important! Sellers should know that the sale of a
business begins with before-sale preparation of
the enterprise, and is a major part of the
process!

Sellers need to pay special attention to:
џ Before-sale preparation
џ Revealing prospects` needs (does the real picture of your business correspond with all
expectations of the investor/buyer)
џ Discussion of the opportunity to get an advance payment with the prospect (if the potential
investor is really interested in purchasing this sales item they will surely agree to pay an
advance) etc.
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What questions should the prospect ask the seller?
It is a known fact that prospects have a lot of questions which need to be answered before making
a deal, to help them make the right choice.
Therefore, before concluding the sale of a business, the seller may need to answer the following
questions:
џ The main reason of enterprise sale
џ Market analysis for determining if there are any prospects of developing this business
џ Business reputation
џ Assets, xtures, etc.
џ Legal advice
џ Information on premises lease and many other issues.

Important! The prospect will need to understand that the seller is unlikely to
provide true information on the main reason for selling the business or, e.g., to prepare
a thorough market analysis stating that this business does not have a successful future
in one or another market segment. This can be done only by an independent third
party!
Besides this, while establishing a relationship between the seller and the buyer, the
latter may have many more questions besides those listed above.

Pros and cons of purchasing a ready-made business:
Experts state the following pros of
purchasing a ready-made business

Here are the following cons of purchasing a
ready-made business

џ Pro t
џ An implemented idea which has to be

џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ

џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
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just slightly “edited”, if needed
Enterprise ( rm) state registration
Premises (one has to clarify whether they
are owner`s property or are rented)
Trained staﬀ
A certain share at the market
Widely promoted trademark/brand
Established customer base
Business links
Licensed activity.

Failing enterprise
Indebtedness ( nes due, taxes, etc.)
Corrupted prestige
Low demand for products
High level of competition at the market
Non-skilled staﬀ
Due lease term.

Pros and cons of selling a ready-made business:
Experts state the following pros of selling a
ready-made business

Here are the following cons of purchasing a
ready-made business

џ Receiving funds from selling a business
џ An opportunity to re-orient oneself to a

џ Transfer of rights for one`s creation into

new business (in case of moving and/or
a wish to try oneself in a new eld)
џ An opportunity to relax and withdraw
from business
џ Inability to be the master of your “ship”.

џ A wish to return one`s business after

the wrong hands
making the deal (however, this also
belongs to risk (refer to the following
chapters).

Surely, there are many more pros and cons from selling/purchasing a business because both
sellers and buyers can pursue their own individual goals known only to them; however, if the
decision on selling/purchasing has been adopted, the seller has to prepare the enterprise for sale,
and the buyer has to pin down the method of purchasing the business concerned.
However, at rst thought it seems that it is not so diﬃcult to sell/purchase a ready-made business:
the only thing one has to do is to put the enterprise up for sale, nd a buyer, answer some main
questions, and sign the documents. However, just at that time, the seller can face some pitfalls and
a drastic need for preparing a clear and more detailed plan for reaching the required result stepby-step will appear. At this point the seller begins considering that they may not be best suited to
deal with this themselves, and the support of a skilled professional may be needed.
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Chapter 2
Reasons of selling and purchasing a business.
A ready-made business may be sold due to several reasons, and this has a lot of pitfalls that a
prospect would want to nd out. But, as mentioned previously, the seller is not always ready to
reveal all secrets of selling their own business
Currently, professional business brokers name the following as the main reasons most business
owners decides to sell their business:
џ Lack of oating assets
џ Loss-making operation of the company which gives minimal or negative yield
џ Business unpro tability—one ought to study the documentation for debts, credits and
other potential indebtedness
џ Ineﬀective team, poor staﬀ management and rewards
џ Failure to abide by the enterprise's commercial con dentiality, leading to the leakage of
valuable strategic information, funds and customers
џ Loss of demand for the goods or services of the rm due to which it loses its position at
the market, becomes inferior to its competitors and loses its prospects making pro t
џ Failure of the company to improve its operating processes and perform eﬀective
equipment update
џ Ineﬃcient sales & distribution system
џ The lease term is expiring and its extension is impossible due to some reasons
џ The business owner decides to move to another country. In such cases it`s more
pro table for them to sell an existing business, and at the account of funds received, to
establish a new one at their new location
џ Sometimes business owners have a large number of companies which are extended
within their activity, and managing such activity becomes a rather complex procedure. In
cases where it has become more diﬃcult to manage a business, selling it to a new owner
would be a good way out
џ The business owner has decided to change the direction of their activity.
What are the main reasons of purchasing a business?
Surely, a buyer may get a lot of undisputable advantages when buying a ready-made business.
However, this will only happen if they arrive at their choice rather seriously. Here are the main
reasons for purchasing a new business:
џ No need to start a new business ''from
scratch''
џ Monthly pro t
џ Fast pay-back of investments
џ Established and reliable supplier and
customer base
џ An opportunity to enter new sales market
within a very short time
џ Ready instrument for improving and
future resale
џ Eﬃcient instrument for accruement.
Who purchases ready-made business?
It is a known fact that in our country, sales transactions are not something special, but they haven`t
yet reached the American or European level, although now a business can be compared with
ordinary goods which is sold and purchased daily.

Important! As a rule, entrepreneurs who participate in such transactions don`t
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like to show oﬀ the fact of sales and its price!

So, who purchases ready-made business in The United States, notwithstanding the diﬃcult
economic, political, and military situation in the country?
This is simple: those who can aﬀord it. However, if to study this question more thoroughly, the
buyers can be notionally divided into the following groups:
Group 1: Former competitors who intend to merge their companies for further
takeover of existing market. The deal will help the enterprise to extend its share of the
market and obtain control over other participants.
Group 2: Big entrepreneurs who intend to extend their business or establish a
holding company.
Group 3: Holding companies for which purchase of a ready-made business is the
main strategy of further development, as M&A of other operating enterprises can
help them reach a synergetic positive trend in evaluating their rms.
Group 4: “Direct” investors who intend to extend their existing business for receiving
dividends. As a rule, direct investors have their own base for this purpose. Speci cally,
they act on a wide scale and this contributes to increasing pro t, and rapid company
development.
Group 5: ''Portfolio'' investors who consider that this business can be sold pro tably
in the future because the price will increase.

Important! This is like a stock exchange speculation – one can either be lucky or
lose everything.
Group 6: Senior and middle managers of big enterprises who have substantial
experience, although they have never previously owned a large business. Such a
policy allows them to reduce time expenditures on setting their own business;
besides this, managers can stay at their workplaces and manage their own enterprise.
Group 7: Private entrepreneurs who have some experience in one eld, but are not
content, and intend to change their eld of activity, investing the funds received into a
new business.
Group 8: Complete novices. They lack skills, knowledge, and experience for
establishing their own business. Due to their lack of experience, they are afraid of
failing so purchasing a ready-made business provides some measure of safety.

Important! Novices should take into account that the situation often changes, for
example: partners may terminate the contract, the suppliers may change the
conditions, the taxes may be increased, and the demand may fall rapidly at any time.
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Chapter 3
How to sell a business with professional business brokers, and what are the ways of
purchasing a business.
The business was put out for sale, a prospect is ready to make a deal, but a high possibility of a
failure remains
For avoiding unpleasant moments and diﬃculties during such a complex procedure as selling a
ready-made business, some main aspects to which the seller has to pay attention before making
the deal shall be underlined.
1. Legal and economic analysis of the following documents:
• Charters
• Availability and validity of approvals; licenses and permits on performing the activity of
the company
• A statement from Register of Legal Entities and Sole Proprietorships
• Inquiry from the Statistics
• Data on property at the balance of the enterprise for sale
• Data on open accounts in banks and ow of funds at them; It is advisable to get some
inquiries at the bank on absence of any indebtedness
• Accounts before regulatory authorities and availability of accounts payable and receivable
• Check of the lease term (if any). If it is expiring, it is strongly recommended to extend it for
avoiding potential problems in the future.

Important! Such documents shall be thoroughly studied and reviewed by
corresponding experts in the eld of business law and legal studies.
2. Audit of the company
The owner of a business for sale will need to
perform an audit of their business to evaluate
its current advantages. The fact that the seller
has contacted an audit rm to obtain an
auditor`s certi cate will serve as a “calming”
factor for future potential buyers, by proving
that the nancial activity of the company is safe
and there is no need to worry.
Such auditor`s review will objectively evaluate
all main indicators of the company performance and determine whether the purchased business
actually corresponds to all indicators declared by the seller, and will check whether there are any
covert “bottlenecks” and potential negative consequences from previous activity.
The auditors will not only thoroughly review and analyze all documents mentioned in the rst
point, but will also check the court history of the company and analyze other facts, which
signi cantly in uence the determination of the cost of the purchased business, as well as the
safety of its further management by the new owner.
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3. Evaluation of investments into business promotion
Sometimes including into the cost the so-called “business promotion” performed during the
entire entrepreneurship plays a very important role for the business owner, so also the evaluation
of all actual business property. Such evaluation can be provided by marketing companies or other
entities which provide this service. The brand popularity, the business position at the market,
company share among the competitors and marketing strategy and promotion eﬃciency will be
studied and analyzed.
On the basis of this data received from this type of evaluation, the owner will get an opportunity to
substantiate the price of their business not only based on the cost of xed assets, but from their
expenses on business promotion.
It should be noted that cooperation with such marketing companies is oﬃcial and is made under a
contract with a clear subject (studied by the company), the term of performing the evaluation,
service price, etc.
4. Object visual inspection
The buyer (their representative, auditor) is recommended to visit the location of the real estate to
perform the visual inspection of the object and check the actual compliance with the registration
documents. Besides this, it is recommended to obtain copies of real estate and lot registration
documents and check them at the Uni ed Register of Prohibitions on Immovable Property
Alienation for encumbrances and arrests, monitoring of legality of purchasing the lot/real estate
by the owner, determination of true lot intended use (quite often industrial enterprises are located
on agricultural lands so their owners will face a full ban on commercial operation).
5. Check of accounts payable and receivable of the enterprise
Contractual and as-built documentation should be studied for this purpose. In such case, the prerequisites for increasing the accounts payable and reducing the accounts receivable in the future.
It can appear that all terms of limitation of action for collecting debts from a borrower have passed
or, vice versa, the creditor may impose losses, penalties, and nes apart from the accrued
indebtedness.

Who purchases ready-made business?
It is diﬃcult to describe the issue of selling and purchasing business in The United States by one
legal paradigm or framework as diﬀerent business aspects are governed by special branches of
law. Nevertheless, to get a general idea of the procedure of selling a ready-made business in The
United States, rst of all one has to grasp the notion “business” itself.
From the point of view of legal studies and enacted law, business combines relations between
participants aimed at reaching some goal. From the economic point of view, business is
entrepreneurship aimed at systematic income from producing and selling goods, and service
provision. Property, ctitious assets, work of both the entrepreneur itself and the engaged party.

Currently there are two ways of purchasing a business:
1. Purchase of business as an entire asset complex.
2. Purchase of business as transfer of the right of ownership of a business, i.e. purchase of
securities (participatory interests) of the company.
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Purchase of business as an entire asset complex.
In this case, the business itself is considered as an enterprise with an entire asset complex. In
compliance with Article 191 of the Civil Code of The United States, an enterprise as an entire asset
complex includes all types of property for business including lots, buildings, facilities, equipment,
stock, raw materials, products, receivables, debts, and trademark rights or any other rights and is a
property. In compliance with part 4 of Article 191 of the Civil Code of The United States, an
enterprise or its part may be a commodity to be purchased and sold, pledged, leased and for other
deals, i.e. the business owner may register some property, any other assets, goodwill as an entire
asset complex and sell this very part as a separate enterprise.
The drawback of this way of purchasing a business is the fact that after the deal the new owner has
to go through obtaining authorizations, licenses, certi cates, etc., besides the re-registration of
the right of ownership of xed assets. Therefore, it should be envisaged that this process is rather
expensive and time-consuming. Besides this, the buyer will have to pay a rather large tax on sales
of real estate, which is calculated on the basis of object assessed value, in compliance with Article
172 of the Tax Code of The United States. Business as an entire asset complex is considered to be
real estate (part 3 Article 191 of the Civil Code of The United States: the legislator assigns the legal
status of real estate on the enterprise as an entire asset complex, although it may include both
personal assets and real estate).

Sales-purchase of securities (participatory interests) of the company
It`s the one of the most convenient and popular ways to purchase a business in The United States.
It`s main advantage is that all previously received approvals (permits, licenses) remain in full force
and eﬀect, all previously executed contract remain valid and the staﬀ keep their jobs. This method
allows the buyer to spare a lot of funds and save time.
After signing a participatory interests` sales contract, within short timeframes the buyer has to
make corresponding changes into the Articles of Association of the company purchased and
perform state registration of all changes in compliance with the Laws of The United States “On
state registration of legal entities and individuals - entrepreneurs”.
In addition, it should be understood that actual management of a business entity should be
performed by the participant who possesses more than 60% of participatory interests, as if they
possesses less, other owners of the business may block any decision of the new owner.
E.g., for a limited liability company the control shall be equal to a share in the amount of more than
60% of the authorized capital stock which shall be enough for convoking the general meeting and
more than enough for a simple majority vote at such meeting. 75% is needed for full control in
joint-stock companies, which provides a quali ed majority at the general meeting when voting on
the most important issues.
In conclusion it should be noted that each way of selling a business has its pros and cons.
Everything depends on the goals of sellers and buyers. So purchasing a business is a deal, which
requires signi cant investments and risks. In such a deal, risks and potential losses can be reduced
only by a complex and reasonable approach, logical actions from preparatory pre-contractual
procedures to summary settlements between the parties and business handover.
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Chapter 4
Risks of selling and purchasing a business.
When one has chosen the way of selling and purchasing a business it`s time to seriously consider
what risks both parties of the deal may face

Main risks of purchasing a ready-made business
Readiness to invest is supported by some worries and doubts due to uncertainty, and buyer does
not want to purchase something sight unseen. How to avoid mistakes and at the same time get a
business?
One needs to evaluate potential risks objectively. So brokers determine the following main
potential prospect`s risks:
1. Overvaluation of income
Surely almost all prospects face the risk that the seller initially attributes overestimated
pro tability to a business. This is done for drawing a prospect`s interest to the oﬀer. However,
sometimes the pro tability is not simply overestimated, but the seller is really falsifying!
Unexperienced novices who intend to purchase a ready-made business without involving a third
independent party must be doubly careful in such case.
The risk can be reduced by hiring a third party who will deal with all procedures of making a deal.
2. The former rm owner may become a potential competitor in future
The problem that the former owner may become a strong competitor in the nearest future may be
a signi cant pitfall. E.g., the owner has sold the company and in some time he establishes a
precisely similar company. The buyer has to realize that some standing customers will use the
services and goods of the former owner of the enterprise (as the relationships with them have been
already established and the customer trusts products/services of the former owner more). Such
situations happen in the eld of service provision quite often.
The risk can be reduced by signing an agreement that the seller won`t establish a business in the
same eld or similar market sector where the sold rm has been operating.

Important! Such an agreement acts as an “airbag” for business buyers in many
advanced nations, but in our country, the legislation is not so perfect yet. This
document will hardly come into force.
3. The "former" owner wants to continue managing the business without the
participation of the new owner
So the investment is made, but there are no directors on the investor`s part in the board.
Practically the new joint owner can`t in uence the business which he has partially purchased.
The risk can be reduced in the following way: when purchasing the company, one has to negotiate
on including an investor`s representative into the board of directors.
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4. Old debts simply hidden by the business owners
Currently there are a lot of rms with large debts. This makes it possible for a buyer to purchase a
business along with its old debt without knowing about it.
The risk can be reduced with the help of vouchers in which the oﬃcials authorized to sign nancial
instruments declare that they leave no debts extending on the company in whole, and if such debts are
revealed after making the deal the former owners should be liable for them.
5. Absence of business development prospects
The buyer may purchase a rm, which may appear to be completely unpromising. Owners prefer
to get rid of a business which has no development prospects (e.g., high competition in the
corresponding market segment, goods/services of poor quality, etc.)
The risk can be easily reduced with help of enterprise evaluation. Besides this, before the last stage
one has to meet with lessees and premises owners for the purpose of signing a long-term lease
agreement.

Main risks of selling a ready-made business
It`s important to realize that not only the buyer bears risks in deciding to purchase a business, but
also the seller faces the same diﬃculties. On the one hand, purchasers have gotten interest in their
business, but on the other hand – how to make the right choice and transfer the right of ownership
of a business at best value for oneself?
Professional business brokers determine the following main risks, which the seller of an existing
business may face:
1. The main hazard: the seller won`t get their money
Many buyers just want to “screw up” the sellers. As a rule, frauds are searching for those business
owners who are selling a business without involving a third party, unexperienced novices (e.g., the
new owner has inherited a family business and is not ready to bear it), and sellers who strive to make a
sale within a very short time due to some reasons known only to them and don`t check the
nancial solvency and reputation of the buyer.
The risk can be reduced by hiring professionals. In such cases, a properly executed contract for selling
the ready-made business will become the main guarantee of nancial protection for the seller.
2. Leakage of important information
Some sellers try to avoid hiring the services of a third party because they consider that it`s better to
negotiate with the buyers directly. However, they leave out the fact that prospects would initially
know not only the name of the company put out for sale, but also other con dential data (actual
current nancial status of the business, share at the market, deal amount, etc.) and if lead
conversion does not take place, there will be negative consequences.
Again, the risk can be reduced by hiring a third party. Agents can boost the interest of a prospect using
a wide range of tools and, at the same time, at the stage of promotion they shall prevent leakage of
important information providing such important data to the buyer only after signing the
con dentiality contract.
Of course, it`s important to realize that this chapter deals only with the tip of the iceberg and
actually there are many more risks both for buyers and sellers. Therefore, if one wishes to minimize
all risks of selling or purchasing they have to involve a third party.
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Chapter 5
M&A deals and why owners need advisers?
М&А deals (sales of business, mergers, and acquisition) are one of the most diﬃcult business
transactions. In fact, The United States has not adopted a clear strategy and legislation in this eld
The current statistics are unpromising. More than 80% of those who prepare, sell and purchase
businesses through М&А deals in The United States individually, delay the process for not less than
a couple of years because they can`t gain the needed result themselves.
Surely, it`s easier to make decisions about selling and purchasing a business or mergers than to
implement them. In The United States, such deals can be compared with a twisty road with humps
and quick descents. In such cases even a slightest error or miscalculation may lead to the loss of
tens of thousands or even millions of dollars by any of the parties!
Due to such circumstances, many owners in The United States hire professional agents who can
help them sell their business pro tably within a very short time.

Who is the most experienced in М&А?
Currently, the largest M&A market is situated in Western countries, in particular in the USA. The
M&A market has not been fully established yet in The United States. However, in the short term it
can expand rapidly in The United States also, especially due to experts from the USA.

What is М&А?
М&А (mergers & acquisition) is an abbreviation
used for identifying deals, which imply
transferring control over business
management.

An М&А deal is a set of measures providing the maximum possible eﬃciency and regulation of the
procedure of transferring the control over business management.

Main reasons of mergers & acquisition
The main reason for mergers is to achieve the so-called “synergy eﬀect”. The eﬃciency of mergers
and acquisition can be illustrated with help of a simple example:
Company А merges with company B. The synergy result: new company AB is much more valuable
than companies A and B separately due to increased eﬃciency. In other words, in this case 1+1=3,
not 2.
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However, how is the synergetic eﬀect reached? If two companies decide to merge, most likely
they want to increase their eﬃciency to achieve:
• Reduction of operating costs
• Increased purchasing power (it`s well known that the bigger the contract size, the bigger
discount from suppliers)
• Tax concessions (especially if one of the companies has such a resource already)
• Lower rates for borrowing funds (e.g., one of the companies has a good credit history)
• A stronger trademark (one of the company had paid more attention to brand
development)
• Creation of full production and goods/service sales cycle which will reduce expenses and
accelerate the sales turnover several times (as petrol can be sold faster and cheaper at
one`s own stations than at others).

Who is an agent?
It`s a known fact that using the services of an agent has such advantages as neutrality,
con dentiality, professional background, business contacts, convenience, etc. In addition to this,
there is also the fact that the entrepreneur can pay enough attention to their current business
without neglecting any issues concerning its sale.

Important! A business broker (agent, adviser) is an expert who provides a wide
range of services for support in purchasing and selling businesses. An agent shall
contract liabilities from searching investors to drawing up legally correct documents
required for making a deal.
As a rule, an agent deals with selling a ready-made business. Searching for customers is the main
function of an agent. Top-notch agents have their own base of sellers who are operating in a
certain eld and those who are ready to invest. Also, apart from searching for buyers, an agent can
consult both buyers and sellers to help them to make a deal, which would be maximally pro table
for both parties.
Besides this, an agent will be aware of the latest state of aﬀairs in the market. Usually, agents`
services are most popular during crises, which, by the way, often happen in The United States. The
main tasks of an agent are to evaluate a business by pay-back, depersoni cation, resource
expenditures, etc.

How can a business broker and a М&А expert help?
Very often, company managers thinking over changing or extending the eld of activity don`t
have the opportunity and time to grasp all the peculiarities of the eld concerned, not to speak of
possible lack of funds for making a purchase.
In this case the agent shall evaluate the actual state of aﬀairs of current business processes and
business cost in short order, and the business owner (if they can`t or don't want to know) don't
have to know how a sales transaction should be made.
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Besides this, an agent may provide support in selecting credit proposals, nd the right business for
getting credit or oﬀer the customer those owners who are ready to sell their operating business by
installments, help to join, merge or takeover a business, and analyze how such conditions are
pro table for both parties!

Main reasons for hiring professional business brokers and М&А advisers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

A professional agent has access to the base of prospects and investors who are ready to buy
a business;
As distinct from an owner, they know how to sell a business successfully because they have
some experience at making sales;
Build a clear strategy of negotiating with prospects;
Undertakes the deal while the seller continues to manage their business;
Controls emotional state of the sellers protecting owners from needless information;
In the shortest term, develop an eﬃcient sales strategy with an individual approach to
needs and goals of the owner;
Initiate contact with potential customers or partners themselves;
Always check prospects, tracking their reputation;
Segment buyers, peeling insolvent ones apart;
Engage more buyers and create the necessary conditions for increasing the deal's
competitiveness;
As distinct from an owner, they know how to prepare the former for the deal and their
business – for sale;
Manage the concern of prospects capably, gradually increases their concern and performs
lead conversion;
Know how to keep frauds away from the seller;
Know which marketing tools to use;
Discuss all conditions of advantageous sales with the seller, legal and tax adviser;
Keep company identity details in secret;
Neutralize all potential risks;
Provide useful advice concerning contracts (excluding legal advice);
A result-oriented professional agent always works on a fee basis and does not demand
advance payments because this is a preserve of frauds and non-professionals;
Retain con dentiality and knows what information to reveal to a prospect;
Know how to represent all advantages of the business put out for sale to the buyer
(determines all advantages of merger and acquisition of companies);
Know how and when to develop working relationships with prospects, and step by step,
leads them to making a decision about the need of purchase;
Eﬃciently manage the deal operatively involving analysts, accountants, appraisers,
lawyers, marketers, translators, designers, and experts;
Evaluate a business with help of analysts;
Prepare and presents two variants of a business pro le to prospects with help of experts
(Teaser and con dential investment memorandum);
Determine the best price oﬀer from prospects;
Help the buyer to receive necessary nancing;
Build mutually pro table cooperation between the two parties (seller and buyer) providing
full transparency of the deal for both of them;
As distinct from an owner, they realize the diﬀerence between the strategic and nancial
investors;
Undertake the process in full (from preparation to successful deal completion).
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How do agents earn money?
Currently there are three types of paying for brokerage:
• Fixed payment when a business broker and М&А expert (most often – a company for which
they works) evaluates their own work
• Hourly payment which requires paying for work proportionally to working hours
• Payment for success which directly depends on deals with enterprises, organizations and
other business entity form.

Important! Professional business brokers abroad work only on a pre-paid basis. The
amount of the payment in advance can range from tens to hundreds of thousands
USD.
Surely, a customer may ask: why do I have to pay in advance? It`s simple: this is needed for the
business broker to nd potential investors in short order and present them the company put out
for sale using all communication tools, data and experts. This means that the business broker will
have some nancial expenses:
• During the entire negotiation process: the expert will have to pay for all business trips,
ights and checking in hotels
• During preparation of the business for sale. A professional business broker will involve
analysts, designers, translators, marketers, lawyers and other highly-skilled experts who
will help a business broker to develop an advertising campaign in short order, and step by
step, lead the seller through all stages of preparation, arrangement and making a business
sale-purchase.
Unfortunately, many sellers in The United States currently have quite a poor understanding of why
they have to pay in advance. Business sellers are still not ready to provide a business broker with
funds for reaching their own goals because they consider that an agent has to bear all expenses for
making a sale themselves. But sellers need to understand that not a single strong brokerage rm
would agree to undertake such liabilities, as to their opinion a seller who is not ready to pay in
advance is not ready for serious and mutually pro table cooperation.
Important! 80% of all deals aboard are made through largest М&А rms.
While arranging a sale, brokers very often engage М&А experts whose services are also
not cheap because there is no such thing as a free lunch. М&А experts also shall have
an incentive for providing necessary support in the process of making a sale.
Besides this, there is an obligatory fee. E.g., for selling a business it comprises 5% - 12% of the sales
price, sometimes – up to 15% (depending on the complexity of making a deal). Nevertheless, it
should be considered that the percentage is set purely individually for each М&А deal, so it`s
impossible to give more accurate gures as an example.
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Chapter 6
Substantiation of exclusiveness during provision of business brokerage
services and M&A activity
Work expertise of professional business brokers and analysis of the activity of partners and
competitors who work at the same market illustrates the advantage of co-operating with
customers on exclusiveness basis

Main advantages for a business broker
1. Eliminating excessive competition at the
stage of services provision
For a business broker, exclusiveness in services
provision begins only after entering into a
contract with a customer. At the stage of
choosing brokerage services, the customer has
a right to a free choice of their partner for
selling their business. Speci cally the exclusive nature of future relations makes them to be
maximally selective. This means that for establishing contractual relations, the customer shall
study potential brokers, their work history, reputation, opportunities, partners, and established
network, etc. as thoroughly as possible. This way, weak, incompetent, and unexperienced market
players and unfair agents who came oﬀ as non-reliable partners will be peeled apart and this is
inevitable in the knowledge society. In turn, this will intensify service provision, make brokers act
better and more thoughtfully, and improve business brokerage in whole.
2. Reliance on customers, motivation of business broker
Striving and using colossal resources for reaching the customers goal, the business broker must
be sure that the latter won`t change their mind and stop cooperation, regardless of their reasons. If
a business broker ful ls an exclusive contract, they are much more motivated and would wish to
perform their liabilities at the best rate, sparing neither time nor resources and focusing on the
task.

Customer advantages
1. Broker`s competence
Under the conditions of an advanced business brokerage market in Western countries, most sales
of businesses are made on the basis of exclusive contracts with professional brokers who are
skilled enough and have all the necessary connections for successful implementation of projects
of various complexity. If a company does not want to sign such a contract for exclusive
cooperation, the customer may realize that such a company is not a strong one.

Important! A seller will hardly nd a skilled agent who does not require exclusive
rights for services provision.
A super majority of sales of business are made through cooperation with diﬀerent brokers in
matching supply and demand for one or another sales item. If the broker does not have exclusive
rights for such sales other partners won`t appreciate such a project because this means that the
customer does not have serious intentions. The same cannot be said for an oﬀer on an exclusive
basis.
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2. Assuredness in broker`s veracity
As it was mentioned earlier, a customer needs to carefully choose a business broker for concluding
an exclusive contract. Besides this, a broker needs to have an exclusive contract nature for working
on the project using their best endeavors.
Naturally, a business broker may work on several projects but they would pay more attention to
the exclusive ones. Moreover, they may decline new oﬀers if working on an exclusive project.
3. Service cost cutting for customers
If a business broker relies on the customer, they will ght for them and reduce the fee to persuade
such a customer to enter into a contract them alone. Speci cally, they won`t demand payments in
advance and periodic (on-retainer) payments from the customer because the assurance of
receiving a fee will motivate them to bear the expenses required for reaching the goal.
4. Information exclusiveness
Having an exclusive contract, a business broker won`t worry that a prospect or other agent wants
to bypass them and contact the customer directly. Speci cally, the information about the sales
item will be spread eﬃciently and towards other М&А companies. A broker will be ready even to
share the fee with the partners who will help him in implementing this project, and this will
accelerate and optimize the whole procedure of selling a business.
In case of non-exclusive relations the information security issue will make all procedures rather
complicated for the broker and the business project will be delayed, potentially for a long time.
On the other hand, having a lot of agents who spread information about the sales item may lead to
negative perception by buyers, especially if it is done by brokers who are not quite skilled. Often,
such information from them will be perceived as spam, especially if comes from diﬀerent entities
at the same time.
5. Business broker`s loyalty to customers interests
Professional companies prefer to refuse to co-operate with dubious customers or those who put
such companies into an unequal position if compared with such customers or other market
players.
However, a non-exclusive nature of contractual liabilities can incline the broker to a rather unfair
attitude towards the customer, e.g., colluding with other brokers for eliminating competition and
receiving additional payments or with a buyer`s party which, in essence, leads to a con ict of
interests and deliberate reduction of sales eﬃciency.
6. Overcoming national bars and prejudices
Oral and written communication with foreigners is an important need in searching for partners
abroad. Phone calls serve as a basic way of establishing business relations and a professional style
of negotiations is needed for creating a positive image before the potential buyer.
However, during contacts with foreign respondents, an experienced seller will take their national
peculiarities into consideration (e.g., in some countries business contacts become more
complicated if the negotiations` initiator speaks with an accent or does not speak the
respondent`s language). In fact, such negotiator has all chances to fail even if the oﬀer is rather
attractive.
Also very often it`s necessary to know the local etiquette or behavior peculiarities which allow to
grasp the partner`s mood and response to the presentation and to explain one`s position or
present an oﬀer most eﬀectively.
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As practice shows, a business broker who works (is located) in a certain country/region will make
the best sales just in that country/region. A professional company, which is aware of the global
М&А structure network and belongs to it will be the fastest to nd such a representative.

Exclusiveness terms
One of the main questions, which occur during entering into a contract with a business broker, is
the term of exclusive authorities. The term for service provision by a professional business broker
shall be based on certain work parameters, rstly determined by the cooperation subject. The
nature of the business which is being sold or for which investments are attracted or securities are
oﬀered, etc., directly in uences the eﬃciency of project implementation and, correspondingly,
the term which shall be recorded in the contract.
However, there is a general outline which may be determined on the basis of business process
parameters needed for project implementation.
Therefore, for selling a business in the contemporary environment, professional business brokers
have determined a general term within 9-20 months. See the table with main processes, which
cover the whole project implementation procedure after signing the exclusive contract and
receiving output data below:
Procedure stage

Aim

Time expenditures

Preparation of presentation and
promotional materials

Execution of teasers (brief anonymous
information), investment memorandums and
other related content on the basis of the
information provided by the customer

6-8 weeks

Search for prospects by distributing
materials and initial contact with
such prospects

Distribution of materials, correspondence, phone
calls, business trips, attracting М&А partners to
search for buyers worldwide

2-4 months

Visiting potential buyers of the sales
item by representatives for
familiarizing with and evaluation of
business

Prior acquaintance of representatives of the
prospect for evaluation and execution of the
report for the managers

4-8 weeks

Visiting of the top managers of
potential buyers of the sales item

Familiarization of the prospect`s managers with
the sales item for making a provisional decision
about the purchase

4-8 weeks

Execution and signing a term sheet
(provisional contract)

Recording the buying intentions in form of a
provisional allotment letter

2-4 weeks

Due diligence procedure*

Check performed by a prospect in all elds of
activity

2-16 weeks

Execution of the prime award,
agreement of terms and conditions
and its signing

Generalization of received data, structuring,
concluding the prime award

2-8 weeks

Making a deal, rights` registration,
settlements

Transfer of rights, recording law facts, settlements
including payment of fees and commissions

2-6 weeks

*Due diligence procedure includes a full-scale research of the sold business by the prospect and
includes economic, legal, taxation and operation aspects. It can last for a long time if the buyer needs it
to, and may be accompanied by inclusion of their representatives in the company staﬀ, and audit and
inventory procedures.
It depends on several factors, how soon the decision about the purchase will be taken. These
include general awareness about the country of residence of the business purchased, about the
business in particular, business size, need to perform additional research, volume of authorities of
decision-making representatives, etc. Besides that, one needs to understand that the necessary
information provided to the seller by the broker also directly in uences the procedure of sale.
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Chapter 7
Why professional business brokers?
Professional business brokers are internationally recognized high-skilled specialists-practicians who
speak foreign languages, and have profound expertise in selling large enterprises
Main stages of selling a business with professional business brokers:
The preparatory stage of selling a business, rst of all, includes signing con dentiality and
business brokerage services contracts. After signing this agreement, professional business
brokers will analyze and evaluate the enterprise within one or two months. In average, the full
work cycle will last 3-9 months.
Stage 1: business evaluation includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounts analysis
General business activity analysis
Analysis of the situation in the corresponding eld in the world and in The United States
Analysis of suppliers and customers
Competitive environment analysis
Analysis of the share at the market owned by the company
Analysis of the marketing activity of the company.

Important! A properly performed evaluation of business needs knowledge of the
company and its positioning within the corresponding eld and the general economic
climate. Besides this, evaluation by experts requires analysis of such factors as the market
price of the companies compared, estimation of potential funds, determination of
potential synergy and modelling of nancing scenarios.
Besides this, there may be a necessity for requesting additional information for thorough analysis
of all advantages and drawbacks of the enterprise to build a positive image in the eyes of
prospects.
Stage 2: Sales strategy development includes:
• Analysis of the prospect base and segmentation
• Analysis of the most attractive potential investors (whom, why and how to draw interest),
initial negotiations with each of them
• Execution of a teaser (with naming the object put out for sale) for attracting potential
investors
• Analysis of buyers/investors for preparedness and readiness to ful ll liabilities
• Execution and sending the investment memorandum (the memorandum does not
include detailed and extended information about the company nancial activity. This is
determined by that fact that in case of refusing to take part in the M&A deal the buyer can
use the con dential information for getting competitive advantages at the market),
execution of accompanying documents, etc.
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Stage 3: deal preparation includes:
• Data-room arrangement (nowadays most
often a virtual information room)
• Negotiations
• Legal advice
• Preparation of closing oﬀers, presentation
of the sold business by the managers
(road-show)
• Negotiations with nalists
• Procedure management (due diligence)
• Signing of the main terms and conditions
of the M&A deal by the buyer.
Important! Negotiation is the most important stage of the sales procedure. Agents shall
provide a constructive dialogue between the buyer and seller trying to soften up
emotions due to their contradictory goals.

Stage 4: making a deal includes:
• Signing the sales contract
• Provision of transfer of rights of
ownership to the asset buyer
• Reciprocal payments
• Making a deal.

Code of conduct
Code of Business Conduct is the framework document, which includes all company values. The
code supports reaching business goals and objectives of promoting the expert`s profession by
compliance with all high requirements in the eld of occupational training and requirements
for abidance to all rules of professional conduct.

All specialists of the professional company always:
• Act in compliance with their competence, position, fairness principles and integrity, are
meticulous about the ethical rules towards the society, customers, colleagues and money
market participants
• Put the interests of customers before their personal interests
• Perform investment analysis or give recommendations on the basis of their own,
professional, independent opinion
• Maintain and increase the level of professional knowledge, and pull all eﬀorts for
maintaining and increasing the professional level of other company specialists
• Provide professional services to the customer, refusing (during the cooperation period) to
perform other functions and professional appointments to avoid a con ict of interests.
If the seller and buyer contact professional business brokers for help they will receive many
advantages, save plenty of time and achieve maximum advantage for both parties in case of a
rational approach.
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